
Five days Tour – Discover Deep Romania  

- Arges – Valcea – Caras Severin - Hunedoara – Brasov – Buzau – Prahova- 

OTOPENI– CAMPULUNG MUSCEL – CURTEA DE ARGES – BREZOI – OBARSIA LOTRULUI – 
PETROSANI – HERCULANE – DEVA – ORASTIE – TRANS ALPINA – FAGARAS- TET ROMANIA- 
SARATA MONTEORU – URLATI – OTOPENI 
 

 Day 1 – 330 km    

Track: Otopeni - Targoviste-Campulung – Curtea de Arges- Brezoi – Obarsia Lotrului  
 
Our trip starts on Monday morning at the RAMS headquarters in Otopeni. We train our group 
walking style through more intense traffic to Targoviste, the former capital of Wallachia. 
On curved secondary roads, which pass through Wallachian villages, we head to Curtea de Arges, 
the place for lunch and rest for the first day, then to the Olt Valley. 
The road often passes under the Pitesti - Valcea railway (41 km in a straight line), a huge 
Romanian project. The work is spectacular for the technology of the '80s, the railway being 
straight, it cuts the mountains through viaducts and tunnels, today flooded. The initial project 
proposed in 1892 was abandoned and resumed several times until 1979 when, during the 
communist era, work began. The section was almost completed in 1989, inaugurated in 1990 and 
officially written in the Railway Schedule. But it was never in use. Today it is in ruins and only a 
few daredevils on bicycles or enduro motorcycles dare to go through it, for adventure. 

         

 

We go out in the Olt Valley through the middle of the Cozia National Park and we head towards 
Brezoi. 

Brezoi locality is the entry point on Valea Lotrului, a river that will accompany us to the 
destination of the day, Obarsia Lotrului . Along it’s course, Lotrul has 3 large accumulation 
lakes: Bradisor, Malaia and Vidra. The landscapes are epic, the road winds up through small 
mountain villages, the asphalt is of very good quality, the temptation to pull gas increases with 
each kilometer, but we often stop for pictures . 



Valea Macesului village is the entry point on the Strategic Road, an old "road" over 200 years 
old that united the kingdoms of that time. Unfortunately, this beautiful road, which does not 
take long to be paved, is the subject of another trip. 
 

                               VIDRA LAKE

 

Obrasia Lotrului is an important touristic area located at in the valey of the Parang Mountains 
and an important junction of routes in four neighboring mountain ranges: Parang, Capatanii, 
Lotrului and Sureanu. Here is the middle of Transalpine, a strategic asphalted road in recent 
years, used to be  very popular for adventure riding. 

 



Day 2 – 260 km 

Track: Obarsia Lotrului – Petrosani – Valea Cernei – Herculane  – Brebu Nou 

From Obarsie we leave for Petrosani on the Jietului Gorges, a spectacular road, with abundant 
vegetation and rocks that sometimes flank the road tightly. 
 
Immediately after Petrosani we turn left towards Valea Cernei, one of the most beautiful and 
unknown offroad roads in Romania. Up to the Cerna Valley, the road passes through a series of 
famous mining towns: Vulcan, Jiu-Paroseni, Lupeni, Uricani, which are now looking for a new 
identity. The road on Valea Cernei is detached as if from the books with stories about fairies 
and beautiful girls, protected by the Retezat Mountains and huge meadows. 
 A few kilometers after Cerna Sat, in the middle of the Domogled-Valea Cernei National Park, on 
the right side there are some huge rocks, above which there are some isolated hamlets where 
you can only reach on foot, with the help of wooden stairs. To get to these houses you need 
tracking equipment and time about 4 hours round trip. The priest comes on foot, once a month, 
to serve in the small church in Inelet, and the teacher goes up daily for the few children who 
gather from the hills. 

   

We keep in memory for a future trip the story of these villages and we arrive in Baile Hercule, 
which we cross and admire for the most part from the motorcycle saddle, but we also serve a 
"late lunch" in this old imperial resort. 
We turn right on European 70 after Baile Herculane in the direction of Caransebes, but in 
Slatina Timis we turn left and enter again on one of the spectacular and little known roads in 
Romania. It cuts through the middle the Semenic Natural Park and connects Slatina Timis with 
Resita. Fixed 3 km before entering the famous village of Garana (Garana Jazz Festival) we turn 
right, climb 100 meters to the top of the hill, at Enduromania Camp in the village of Brebu Nou, 
where we are welcomed by welcoming hosts, “welcome drinks ”and dinner. 



    

 

Day 3 –200 km 

Track:  Brebu Nou- Resita – Deva - Otelul Rosu – Orastie, Arsenal Park 

Day 3 is about turns, motorcycling and sensations. At the beginning we practically surround the 
Semenic National Park. After Resita and Caransebes we head to Hateg. The road passes through 
Otelul Rosu where we will see one of the few steel plants still in operation in the area, of 
astronomical dimensions, which can create ideas for horror movies, a kind of Chernobyl, if you 
find yourself when forging begins. 
Then on the right side, at some point, we can visit the fortress of Sarmisegetusa Ulpia Traiana, 
the Roman capital of conquered Dacia. 

   

At Densus, a village famous for its unique church in this part of the world, a unique combination 
of Paganism and Christianity, we serve lunch in an unconventional but memorable place 
(surprise). The stories say that even in this area of the former "seabed" lived prehistoric 
dinosaurs, their traces persisting in local stories. 
Our road continues to Arsenal Park - Orastie, where we will stay, have dinner, but also the 
opportunity for unexpected paramilitary experiences. . 



Arsenal Park is the only military-themed tourist complex in Romania and in Southeast Europe. 
The complex has 3 stars on epaulets and an accommodation capacity of over 200 places in 
TABs, Cannon Rooms, Soldier Rooms, Officer Rooms or luxurious Colonel Apartments, Major 
Apartments and General Villas. 

   

 

Day 4– 325 km 

Track: Orastie – Trans Alpina – Jina – Cisnadie –Fagaras- Codlea 

Day 4 is about curves, landscapes, curves, turns, landscapes, curves, turns. After about 40 km 
we leave behind the town of Cugir, famous for the Armament Factory and washing machines, 
and for the next 100 km we enjoy a mountain road on the Cugir Valley to Lake Oasa and Oasa 
Monastery, which we can a visit. The road is half unpaved, we enjoy offroad, nature and 
adventure again. We intersect and practically enter the Transalpina (strategic road), the 
southernmost point of the day. 
 

 

In the second part of the day we climb the Transalpina about 20 km, exactly on the border 
between Alba and Sibiu counties, guarded by the river Sebes. Our road passes by Lake Tau 
Bistra, fed by the same river, and continues east to Marginimea Sibiului. 



 

We are already in the Saxon area, one of the most appreciated by visitors and in a process of 
regeneration. In the last 20 years, the whole Sibiu - Brasov region has started to be 
reconstituted and preserved in the old architectural style, which is very valuable and 
picturesque. 

             

We cross a number of Saxon localities full of history and beauty with the destination Codlea, 
Brasov. 

   

The city of Codlea is located on the site of the former Black Fortress built by the Teutonic 
Knights in Barsa Country in 1200. It was part of a network of 5 defense fortresses, is located at 
the foot of Magurii Codlea and was destroyed in 1345 by the Tartars. 



Accommodation and dinner will be in a building that is over 150 years old (former maternity 
hospital, then home for girls of a local weaver). The building belongs to an old family of 
industrialists who for 3 generations managed to resist the different political regimes. 
 

Day 5 –385 km 

Track: Brasov – TET pe la Slon – TET Buzioru – Sarata Monteoru– Drumul Vinului – Urlati – 

Fierbinti Targ - Otopeni 

Because we are trained and the motorcycles no longer have any secrets for us, on Day 5 we 
have the longest sections of off road and a fairly sustained section of TET Romania. Trans 
European Trail - TET is a route that crosses Romania from north to south in a proportion of 70% 
offroad and is part of a network of marked roads in all European countries. 

 

We leave Brasov county, passing through the Zizin mineral water area, we descend to the south 
on TET, we enter Prahova then we attack the Buzau mountains. 
The semi-mountainous area specific to the sub-Carpathians is at home in Buzau. Off-road 
routes are average in difficulty, but deserve increased attention and knowledge in soft enduro 
in rainy weather . 
From Sarata Monteoru to Valea Calugareasca we will go through the "Bordeaux" region of 
Romania generically called "Drumul Vinului". It is a hilly area with a terroir specific to red wines, 
very similar in terms of climate and soil to the famous region of France (Bordeaux). 

   

 

The last part of the route to the house is about the Ialomitene lands where we will try, if there 
is time, to visit the famous Las Fierbinti with Bobita's Pub. 
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